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Abstract 
This paper introduces a new Baseball Statistical Model, Swing Quality Factors (SQF), 
we analyze the game from the batter’s perspective which will be a new concept to 
help simplifying the decision making process for the pitchers. Using pitch count, 
pitch location, pitch type and velocity to calculate the correlation between each pitch.  

 
The biggest breakthrough of this project comparing to the previous research is that 
after a great amount of data have been collected, we will be able to predict the 
probability of swing quality factor by using JMP 13 statistic software. With this 
model, various applications are considered which will be the new insights that could 
benefit both pitchers and hitters.  
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1. Introduction 
 
In these days, most of the baseball analytics and statistics are using numbers that are 
too general to determine whether the player would be helpful and benefits the team. 
However, we thought that those number are not specific enough to represent a player 
because those numbers do not show the actual scenario between each pitch. What we 
have experienced as a pitcher and coaches is that choosing the right type of pitch and 
location is always difficult, to me, especially in the critical situations like [different 
counts, numbers of outs, runners or no runner on bases, scores, or regular season or 
playoff games]. 
  
Players are relying on their experience or the scout report to choose their pitch type 
and location instead of scientific base. Swartz, Grosskopf, Bingham and Swartz (2016) 
estimate pitch quality through the use of random forest methodology to accommodate 
the inherent complexity of the relationship between pitch quality and the associated 
covariates. However, only swing quality factor is looking at the game from batter’s 
perspective which we thought it would be more accurate.  
 
1.1 Pitch Qualification Research  
From the research of pitch qualification that has done by Wilson (2015). He used 
experts to assess the quality of pitches QOP on a scale of -10 to 10. A fitted linear 
regression equation was obtained to estimate QOP for future pitches based on 
observed covariates, and used QOP to assess pitchers and compared the approach 
with conventional pitching measures. However, the correlation between pitches and 
the quality of the pitch could not be determined clearly since the total number of 
fastball will always be higher than other pitches such as curve ball, change up, or 
slider.  
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From Figure 1 that is showing below we can see the average of quality of pitch on 
sinker is above 5.0 almost every year started from 2008, but the total number of 
pitches is always below 100,000 pitches. On the other hand, four-seam fastball is the 
most common pitch for every pitcher, although the average of quality of pitch is 
below 5.0 every year, but the total number of pitches is always between 200,000 to 
300,000. When only look at numbers that are too general there will be some 
misunderstanding because the standard of each pitch is not the same. In order to get 
first strike and take advantages of batters, pitchers will always try to throw the most 
comfortable and confident pitch which often is a fastball, so the quantity between 
pitches is so distinct.   
 

 
Figure 1: The Measurement of QOP from 2008 to 2017 

 
1.2 The Best Fastball 
Moore (2009) claimed that Jeremy Greenhouse presented a new method for 
evaluating who throws best pitches in baseball which the principle is to evaluate 
pitches based on their outcomes. For example, if two pitchers throw exactly the same 
pitch, one of the pitcher may get an out, and the other pitcher gives up a hit. The 
outcome-based method would give exactly the same credit to both pitchers, so the 
researcher used regression methods to looked specifically at fastballs thrown by right-
handed pitchers to right-handed batters, and to investigate the quality of various types 
of fastballs thrown by various pitchers. As the result, this model may be biased to 
pitchers with "intangibles" because every pitchers’ deliveries are not identical. 
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Figure 2: Ranking the Best Fastball Based on Control, Velocity, and Movement  
 
The researcher claimed that Zack Greinke has the best fastball in Major League in 
2009, but as a former pitcher and coaches we thought the ranking standard need to be 
more specific since the intentions of two-seam fastball and four-seam fastball are 
different. If we look at Figure 2 above, the ratio between four-seam fastball and two-
seam fastball is 15: 2, but how can two different type of pitches have comparison? 
We all know that under normal condition, the average velocity of four-seam fastball 
should always be higher then two-seam fastball. Also, from location (control) to 
movement then to velocity is actually the right order for a scout to evaluate a pitcher. 
Therefore, we recreated a graph which shows the right order of evaluating a pitcher 
and only based on fastball to see the difference.  
From figure 3 we can see that Heath Bell’s fastball ranked was at 8th and now he is at 
1st because of his ability of locating a four-seam fastball which we consider the most 
import factor that a pitcher must has.  
  

 
Figure 3: New Ranking Based Only on Four-Seam Fastball and Location  

 
1.3 Prediction of Hot and Cold Zones for Hitters 
As we know, the strike zone is usually divided into a 3x3 grid. However, Fast (2011a) 
concluded that 3x3 grids are not as sufficient as 2x2 grids to whether a player can hit 
better in certain zones. The researcher used regression to compare performance in a 
given zone in one half of the sample along with performance in the other eight zones 
in the same half of the sample to predict performance in that zone in the other half of 
the sample.  
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Figure 4: Comparison of Cold and Hot Zones between 2x2 grids and 3x3 grids  
 

If we look at Figure 4 above, Michael Young’s hot zone in 2x2 grids is inside high 
and the cold zone is outside low. When we look at the 3x3 grids, he has 2 hot zones 
including inside high and middle low. People might think the strike zone of 3x3 grids 
conducts more details than 2x2 grids. However, the sample size which the researcher 
considers as plate appearance is too small which causing the inaccuracy according to 
3x3 grids.  
 
Let’s say if there are total of 20 pitches that had thrown to the strike zone, but only 3 
out of 20 were thrown to the middle low box. If Michael Young had executed those 
middle low pitches relatively good, then the result will not be accurate because only a 
few amount of pitches was located there. On the other hand, if 10 out of 20 pitches 
had thrown to the outside low corner and Michael Young did not executed as well as 
pitches that were thrown to the middle low, then the hitting average of outside low 
corner will be relatively low compared to the hitting average of middle low pitches. 
 
1-4 Strike Zone Pitch Quality  
This research that has done by Roegele (2013a) targeted specifically for pitches inside 
the strike zone and used wOBA to determine what made pitches successful, and used 
the 3x3 grids custom strike zone formulas (Figure 5) which created by Mike Fast 
(2011b) to calculated this modified form of wOBA for each of these sub-zones for 
each pitch type. 

 
Figure 5: px (the horizontal location of the pitch crossing the front of home plate, in 

feet), pz (the height of the pitch at the front of home plate) 
 
At that point, they were able to answer the question of “How will are these pitchers 
locating their pitches within the strike zone?” The approach of his was very similar to 
what Swing Quality Factor is trying to do and this research have provided a good start 
for us. However, how to properly and accurately measure the px and pz is the biggest 
disadvantage of the equations since there might have some deviation because feet and 
height are not “solid” numbers.  
According to the second research, Roegele (2013b) added velocity as another 
consideration. He measures closers’ velocity and location using wOBA and this time 
a strong positive correlation has shown on the graph (Figure 6)  
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Figure 6: x-axis (velocity), y-axis (strike zone location quality) 

 
As this model has shown potentials on evaluating pitches using wOBA, our 
model of SQF has a even bigger advance since it can combines all three 
factors including location, movement, velocity into our measurement. We 
collect numbers during every plays that had happened instead of using 
“equation” to calculated baseball.  

 
2. Difference Between Today’s Training and SQF 

 
In today’s training, the strategies are usually based on one game, or maybe per batter, 
instead of per pitch. The simple reason was that there is no model designed for this 
process and also the model will require very specific statistical tools. There is no 
solution right now because the most common statistical results including Earning Run 
Average (ERA), Walks Plus Hits Per Inning Pitched (WHIP), Strikeout per 9 Innings, 
or Number of Strikeouts per walk (K/BB). All of these data which were provided by 
the baseball community are still per batter or per game based, and they do not record 
the true effectiveness of each pitch. Not only baseball professionals but also fans are 
trying to simplify the game.  
 

 
Figure 7: Present Day Baseball Statistical Analysis  

 
The concept of trying to simplify baseball is the fundamental issue that is causing 
many pitchers are lack of guidance while they choosing the right type of pitch and 
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location. Also, most of the baseball professionals think that simplifying the game will 
help pitchers and fans to understand the game better. For example, Neil Weinberg 
(2014) said that “Advanced stats might seem like a complicated foreign language, but 
becoming conversational is actually very easy.” It probably seems reasonable to 
people why they want to simplify baseball, but pitchers are not gaining much help 
from those approaches.  
 
When I was a pitcher, our coaches always encourage us to keep our mind simple, at 
the best is just think about only one thing when we pitch. Before pitching, we should 
think about things like where should I throw the ball to, with what type of pitch to 
throw. Then just execute it with the correct mechanics. By doing all the things that 
coaches had mentioned, it is much more likely to accomplish the team’s goal, to get 
outs in order to win the game.  
 

3. Methods 
 

So how does Swing Quality Factor help for pitching efficiency? Instead of spending 
time looking into the massive amount of general stats that we have mentioned, we are 
using Swing Quality Factors to make our decision making process easier. All the 
pitchers want to know include whether the batter will swing at the pitch, making 
contact or not, and how hard the contact will be.  
 
In the mathematical form, a set of Swing Quality Factors are introduced, where as 
using N to represent “No Swing”, M for “Swing and Miss”, S for “Strong Contact”, F 
for “Fair Contact”, and W for “Weak Contact”. Data Collected with SQF Information 
including pitch count, ball or strikes, Swing Quality Factors, and location. Even more 
specific factors are velocity, types of pitch, result, intended target, and on/off the 
target. Some people might not be very familiar with what is intended target and on/off 
target because the present baseball statistics do not have them on their record. 
Intended target means the original location where the catcher wants the pitcher to 
throw the ball, and on/off target means whether the pitcher hit the target or not.  
 

 
Figure 8: Swing Quality Factor Analysis 

 
In order to analyze pitching types and Swing Quality Factors, we use JMP 13 
statistics software. There are three kinds of platform that we are using as our main 
tool. The first one is called Distribution Platform, which is used to study the 
interaction and conditional probability among the pitching and hitting variables to 
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identify the correlations relevant to the swing contact quality. Then we combined the 
second and the third platform known as the Fit Model and Profiler Platform.  
 
The Fit models are able to build the Transfer Function (Regression Predictive Model), 
and by analyzing all the collected data such as Hitting Side (Right or Left Handed), 
Ball/Strike, Pitching Location, Pitching Velocity, and Pitching Target, we can use the 
Profiler Platform to predict the probability of swing quality factor.  

 

 
Figure 9-1: Interactive Distributions #1: Pitch Locations 

 

 
Figure 9-2: Interactive Distributions #2: Pitch Velocity 

 

 
Figure 9-3: Interactive Distributions #3: Pitch Type 
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The way of Regression Predictive Model works is put in all the collected data then 
the model will show the probability of next SQF at the cross-section at any particular 
interest scenario. For example, if we only want to focus on Pitching Location as the 
Interactive Distributions. The model will tell us how effective the next pitch would be 
for any particular pitchers. The model can also focus on the effectiveness of velocity 
and pitching types, and show us the percentage of probability of SQF (Weak Contact, 
No Swing, Swing and Miss, Medium contact, or Hard Contact.)  
 

 
Fit Model & Profiler: Swing Contact Quality 

 
4. Conclusions and Future Work 

 
By introducing Swing Quality Factors, we make it possible to analyze the 
effectiveness of each pitch by studying the interactions between pitchers and hitters in 
sequential at each bat. SQF is also capable of identifying the most effective pitch 
choice in critical situation. Our current work shows the correlations between SQF and 
location, ball/strikes, type of pitches and velocity. Last but not least, the JMP 
Interactive Distribution Platform can help to discover the batting pattern in a favor to 
the pitchers (pitch location, pitch velocity, pitch type).  
 
The most important breakthrough of this project is that the JMP Fit Model and 
Profiler Platform can help predict the probability of the Swing Contact Quality at any 
particular pitching scenario to help building pitchers’ confidence by knowing their 
winning pitches. SQF even has future potential which baseball professionals can 
further utilize JMP Analytics capability to analyze Baseball Analytics using the 
conditional probability to optimize the Pitching Sequence. 
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